
Dave Hartl’s 2012 Top Ten (or so) 
Most Influential Albums 

 

 
 
1.) The Mars Volta: Noctourniquet 
 

Several years ago I was channel surfing and was stopped dead in 

my tracks by a group performing on the Henry Rollins Show on some 

music station I never normally watch. They had a singer with the 

intensity and approach of Robert Plant but with a better quality tone, a 

guitarist playing impossible stuff and twitching like he wasn’t grounded 

properly, a manic drummer, and, among others, a person with a 

Minimoog making odd, violent electronic noises. The rhythms piled on 

top of each other like 3 Captain Beefheart tracks played 

simultaneously but it somehow it all worked together. It was my first 

exposure to The Mars Volta, an offshoot band of the former At the 



Drive In and masterminded by vocalist Cedric Bixler Zavala and 

guitarist Omar Rodriguez Lopez.  

Since then, I’ve picked up the 7 CDs they’ve made along with 

some of their other side projects. Miles bought an Ibanez guitar 

designed by Omar and saw them at the Electric Factory one night. And 

they convinced me that pop music can still reach for the edge and 

succeed brilliantly. This is their latest release, pretty much put together 

by Omar and then handed over to Cedric to see what he would do with 

it. They have a new drummer. Ohmigod. Drumbo lives, this cat’s like a 

human drum machine with a random algorhythm! Over these angular 

rhythms they fit weird dissonance soundscapes and soaring, heroic 

melodies that sometimes sounds like your disc player is somehow 

playing multiple tracks at once, but in sync. 

There’s really no describing this music, you have to hear it, and 

it’ll take you at least five hearings before it starts to make sense. It’s 

like Led Zeppelin meets Beefheart and moves into the 21st Century, 

and despite it being difficult stuff I stick it at #1 this year for its sheer 

audaciousness. Brilliant and thought-provoking! 

 



 
 
2.) Red: Broken Earth 
 
 My friend Bob Kimmel is a drummer and engineer that grounded 

a lot of dance-oriented bands in Atlantic City before I left the area in 

1995. He’s kept it up and I knew one of his projects was a band called 

Red, helmed by singer/ songwriter Andy Schlee. Last spring he sent 

out a general email announcing a new release. He’s sent me a 

Christmas card every year for 20 years, I’ve always enjoyed his 

playing, he engineered the last live session I did in preparation of a 

new CD project, and has remained a real friend over the years, so I 

figured it was about time I sat down and listened to what he was up to. 

I went over to CDBaby (my own choice for distributor as well) and 

bought this disc, which arrived days later. 

 This is one of the pleasantest surprises I’ve had in years. 

Everyone I play it for likes it and feels it’s a great hybrid between 

British pop of decades past and modern sensibilities. The production is 



top notch, well-produced without being intrusive to the material, but 

using effects to give a hint of psychedelia to the proceedings but never 

obscuring the lyrics. Andy Schlee does it all himself with help on drums 

by Bob, female vocals by Patty Balbo, and some help on bass by other 

friends of mine from the Jersey shore. Everytime my “shuffle” function 

found one of the tracks on this album I stopped and said, “Who the hell 

is this?” and was always surprised to see Red on the playlist. The 

music sounds like other groups (it’s revealing that the only cover on the 

2 discs is the Beatles’ “Help”) but has a character of its own. Mr. 

Schlee, I don’t know you but I’d like to meet you. Bob K, congrats on 

being an integral part of this, and thanks for letting me know about it. 

All I know is that Red deserves a whole lot more exposure and 

success but, I’m afraid, is playing music too thoughtful and eclectic for 

the bland mass market that has no slot to pigeon-hole them into. When 

I play this for people without saying what it is, no one can guess that 

it’s basically a one-man show from a local artist in South Jersey. Do 

yourself a favor and give a listen, this is power pop for intelligent 

adults, one of the rarest forms of music extant today! 

 



 

3.) Donald Fagen: Sunken Condos 

OK, a predictable choice for me. I always loved Steely Dan 

despite feeling like they found their groove with Aja and stopped 

growing. Their return in the 2000’s have given us some nice albums, 

but nothing to match Katy Lied and Pretzel Logic.  Donald Fagen’s 

albums have been good, too, my favorite being the first one from 25 

years back, The Nightfly. So when I heard the news that a new one 

was coming out, it was a no-brainer purchase, checking in on an old 

acquaintance. And Fagen delivers the goods, no doubt about it. He still 

disdains non-vintage keys, still uses the melodica and Prophet 5, still 

writes about old guys lusting after young girls, still has a blues-based 

approach with highly evolved harmonic ideas… but is still thoroughly 

seductive. So maybe he found his style and stopped growing, but not 

everyone is a Miles Davis, most artists have a creative arc just like this. 



That’s life, and I’ll enjoy him for what he has to offer, which is still pretty 

formidable! 

 

 
 
4.) Bob Dylan: Tempest 
 

Continuing with that thought… 

Bob Dylan at 71 still shows more imagination and willingness to 

stretch than anyone I can think of half his age. These days, he just 

seems to create with no barriers or second thoughts. What you get can 

be a mixed bag and you might not like everything that comes out, but 

it’s intriguing nevertheless. Some artists are overly repetitive as they 

age, others become stereotypes of themselves, others have nothing to 

say. But Dylan (who has been guilty in the ‘90’s of the above 

transgressions) seems to have relaxed and hit his “fuck it” mode, to the 

benefit of us all.   This is creativity that pours out of a man who has 



spent his life doing the same thing and moving forward at his own pace 

in order not to be bored.  

The hottest pick, I think, on this disc is “Early Roman Kings.” 

Dylan seems to think that too if his set lists from this past year are any 

indication. Yes, I’ll go see him anytime I can as he trudges on his 

Endless Tour. He has good nights, he has bad nights, but he never 

seems to have boring nights. And his band kicks Big Hairy Ass on top 

of it all.  

 

 
 
5.) Ry Cooder: Election Special 
 
 Protest music always runs the risk of being relevant only in its 

time of creation. The golden days of early Dylan with his “Masters of 

War,” “Ballad of Emmett Till,” “With God On Our Side,” and other 

masterpieces that sent shivers down the spine of this pre-adolescent, 

and the importance of anthems like “We Shall Overcome” in the days 

of the Civil Rights movement are long over. Politicians still suck, and 



musicians call them out in sporadic fashion. Neil Young’s “Living With 

War,” Tom Morello’s Rage Against the Machine, and other projects 

have come out but have pretty much found themselves preaching to 

the choir, as the saying goes. The fans dig them, some converts get 

into it, but the general reaction tends to be petty and vindictive against 

them (witness the media barrage against the Dixie Chicks years ago). 

 Last year I included Cooder’s Pull Up Some Dust and Sit Down 

on my Top 10 list and said a lot of this then, thinking that Cooder had 

said his piece about modern politics. So imagine my surprise in the 

couple of months leading up to the 2012 election when Cooder 

stepped up with this CD, a very personal project recorded on his own 

with his son and musical protégé Joachim. Cooder was known in the 

past for performing Woody Guthrie material and last year’s CD showed 

a return to that approach, but apparently his outrage at the current 

state of the 99% versus the 1% finally overcame him and inspired him 

to write these tunes in a mad rush and get them down before the 

election cycle hit. Opening with “Mutt Romney Blues,” a witty view of 

the Republican’s standard bearer told from his dog’s view from atop 

the car where he was famously tied down, this CD lambasts the Wall 

Street gang, the continuing offense of Guatanamo, the hypocrisy of the 

GOP as they meet for their convention in Tampa, and, finally, ending in 

a demand to leave my Bill of Rights and Constitution alone, this is a 

brave and fearless confrontation against the Man. Not only is it lyrically 



scalding, but Cooder plays some of his most quicksilver guitar and 

sings in a variety of voices, all capturing the main character of each 

tune. Cooder understands that lecturing and hectoring the opposition 

goes nowhere. You’ve got to seduce your listener into hearing what 

you’re preaching, and this is one of the most seductive attacks on 

what’s wrong in America that I’ve heard in a generation or more. 

 

 
 
 
6.) The Brecker Brothers: The Complete Arista Albums 

Collection 
 

I’m pulling into the Luzerne County Fair last summer to play a gig 

with Allan Slutsky, Vic Stevens, and Andy Lalasis, backing up Bowser 

from Sha Na Na. My phone gets a message from Bob Ferguson asking 

if I’m interested in putting together a one-off concert at the Ocean City 



Library, playing a tribute to the Brecker Brothers. I accepted. And so 

started for me the most fun project I’ve had in a while.  

Randy and Michael Brecker were the ubiquitous horn players on 

every New York session from the mid-70’s on, well-placed enough to 

open their own club on Seventh Avenue South (which became the 

name of the club) and provide a hang for the hot players of that time: 

Mike Stern, Jaco Pastorius, Peter Erskine, Don Grolnick, David 

Sanborn, Eddie Gomez, and a host of others. Their band they put 

together before going on to form Steps with Mike Mainieri was intense 

and really played over the top, a true fusion of jazz’s improv and rock’s 

energy.  

So this stuff is a blast and I’ve been spending a lot of time 

listening to it, but not so much that it dictates how to approach it and 

stifles our more modern sensibilities. But it’s definitely some of the 

most influential music in my life this year, so here it is. This set along 

with their two GRP releases from the 90’s pretty much sum up all they 

did, so I’ll be living with it for the next year as well. And I’ve got no 

problem with that! 

 



 
 
7.) Peter Gabriel: Back to Front 2012: 09.21.12 

Philadelphia, PA 
  

Peter Gabriel has always been on the edge of new technologies, 

from the Fairlight sampler in the ‘80’s to the interactive CD Xplora1 in 

the 90’s, and now to new methods of distribution. This summer he 

reassembled the band that had toured behind his album “So” 25 years 

ago and presented the album live in sequenced order as the third part 

of his concert (the first two being a series of songs going from 

unfinished to skeletal versions – an acoustic “Shock the Monkey” with 

accordion(?!), and then some electric hits). He also recorded every 

concert in every city and advertised the website from which you could 

order a 2-CD set of the concert you were witnessing, after which he got 

involved in the artwork for the series, etc., and finally shipped this out 

about 6 weeks after the event. The sound quality is impeccable and 

listening to it really does bring back the idiosyncracies of the concert. 



He’s still great and doesn’t slight his old fans, going so far as to play a 

note-perfect “The Family and the Fishing Net” from Security as well as 

other esoteric tunes. I’ll catch him every time he tours and wait for 

Tony Levin at the Sellersville Theater every time I can. These guys 

make me believe in live concerts in the 21st Century. 

 

 
 
8.) Ilya Kaler and Warsaw Philharmonic:  
      Szymanowski: Violin Concertos Nos. 1 & 2 
 

Playing piano for the Southeast Pennsylvania Symphony gives 

me the chance to get my ya-yas out in the classical music realm on a 

fairly regular basis. In a recent past season we played the Gorecki 

Symphony #3 and I was floored to hear this ghostly music rising 

around me, a very unusual, mournful texture. Shortly after I saw the 

movie Shutter Island and heard the soundtrack consisting of mostly 

Penderecki pieces. One Sunday last year WRTI stopped their usual Up 



with Mozart Eternal Festival and played Szymanowski’s Violin 

Concerto #2 and I was amazed, not knowing what it was and rushing 

to their website to find out and get the impossible spelling of the 

composer right. Since then I’ve been checking out 20th Century Polish 

composers and wondering what it was that made them so distinctive 

and unusual. Lyrical, poly- and atonal, rich in texture… what’s not to 

like? Wolfgang, move over, we need to hear more of this stuff! 

 

                     
 
9A and B.) Soft Machine: Noisette and Live at Henie 

Onstad Art Centre 1971 
 



 
 
10.) Miles Davis: Dark Magus 
 

These last three albums are live artifacts of the two bands I saw 

back in the early ‘70’s that rocked me WAY back on my heels and 

influenced every thing I’ve ever played since that isn’t tied to theater or 

commercial considerations. In this past year, I assembled my Doom 

Rig of keyboards after a long period of pondering, designing, and 

negotiating the sale of former gear for the purchase of new. All this in 

preparation of playing with a live band again, supporting the upcoming 

release of my next CD, The Main Squeeze. I’ve gone back to little 

themes and tonal centers, tied to synth textures and ostinatos. And for 

me, it all starts with Soft Machine and Miles. 

The two Soft Machine CDs are the best of the slew of live 

releases that have materialized as this band takes on mythic status in 

Europe and elsewhere. These are complete concerts so you get the 

whole effect of the journey they take you on using off-metered ostinato 



patterns, strange organs and basses through a fuzz box, Rhodes 

piano, and Coltrane-inspired horn parts, occasionally reeling off into 

atonal squawk sessions of uncharted territory. I used to take naps as a 

teenager to Soft Machine’s Third. This stuff sunk in deep. 

The Miles Davis CD is a live set with the voodoo/funk/whatever 

band he led in ’74 –’75. By this time, Miles was playing as much 

Oberheim OB8 (Bank 1, Patch 1 was his favorite) as trumpet, wincing 

from degenerated hipbones, and hiding behind the world’s largest 

sunglasses in dark nightclubs. One of my first dates with my wife 

Lorraine was at Just Jazz, witnessing this band in action. It changed 

my life.  

This type of music has vanished from the planet. It was incredibly 

powerful stuff, hated by the jazz establishment and misunderstood by 

the rock critics for the most part. But to sit in a close club and be blown 

back by the primal force of this music was to emerge into the night 

different, warped forever with visions of life’s dark and misty 

possibilities, and all without a vocalist singing lyrics that tell you What 

the Music Means. One hypnotic phrase played ad infinitum with 

strange crackling electronic textures put you in an alpha state that was 

profound. I miss it dearly, and decided to try to go in this direction in 

some live settings. I’m working on it. Which is why these albums were 

so influential to me in 2012. 

 



Runners-Up 
 

 
 

Rahsaan Roland Kirk: The Warner Bros. Recordings 

If you can get past the opening cut, “Lunatic Danza”, and not have 

to pause the CD to catch your breath you’re a better man than me. Put 

this on, turn off the world, and try to picture the man in front of you 

making these divine noises in real time. How did he do it? This is a 

really good compilation of Kirk’s Warner Brothers tracks, one of those 

albums you never see, won’t hear on the radio, and find only by happy 

accident. But it’s worth seeking out, very definitely.  

 



 
 
The Beach Boys: That’s Why God Made the Radio 
 

The remaining Beach Boys got together for a 50th Anniversary 

tour and came up with this album as an excuse to go out. How good 

could it be? 

Only their best release since Surf’s Up. Listen to the angelic 

choirs that open the album and then glide into the title cut, a summer 

ditty that will put a smile on the face of the most nihilistic atheist 

despite themselves. This is so good that Brian Wilson interrupted his 

solo career to pursue this, only to have Mike Love “fire the band” 

before the tour was even over, leaving everyone involved confused 

beyond words. (Mike Love’s loss. I shared a Green Room with him in 

Branson, Missouri one afternoon and witnessed how he made 

everyone in the place regard him with thinly-veiled loathing within five 

minutes of his imperial entrance.) 



The band may be gone for good – hey, Carl and Dennis have 

been dead a long time anyway, so is it really a reunion? – but if nothing 

else, Brian Wilson provided one hell of a finale with this release. Try it, 

you can’t help but like it. 

 

 
 

Cee Lo Green: The Lady Killer 

I wouldn’t know about this CD without the intervention of my son 

Miles. He knows good stuff when he hears it. If someone else would 

have told me that I’d be enamored of a disc by an ex-rapper whose 

biggest hit is entitled “Fuck You” I would have gone out of my way to 

avoid it. But I gotta admit, I would be wrong. This guy sings 

fantastically and writes great stuff. Real R&B out of the blue, making 

me feel like here’s another genre that’s not dead yet. More! 

   



 

The Move: Live at the Fillmore 1969 

The British bands that invaded the U.S. in the late ‘60’s made a 

lasting impression. In addition to the Who, the Stones, Cream, Traffic, 

and the Kinks there were other lesser-knowns that had had British hits 

or were known from previous bands. Some of them, like Jeff Beck, 

rose in prominence and made lasting albums. Others, like Family and 

the Move, had very limited tours here and never broke through even 

though they may have had their moments of incredible brilliance. 

I always loved The Move and their studio albums Shazam, 

Message from the Country, and Looking On. I never even knew they 

had graced our shores. But these two nights at the Fillmore West show 

them recreating the bombast that made their sparse instrumentation 

sound like an orchestra. I don’t think this is going to win any converts, 

but it spent a lot of time in my car’s CD player as a guilty pleasure all 

summer long. 



 

 

Kaz Yoshihara: 
Hey Dave,  

Here is my list; 

 

Um Dia - Elis Regina 

Unity Band - Pat Metheny 

Election Special - Ry Cooder 

Tempest - Bob Dylan 

Sunken Condos - Donald Fagen 

Sleeper: Tokyo, April 16, 1979 - Keith Jarrett 

Celebration Day - Led Zeppelin 

That's Why God Made the Radio - the Beach Boys 

Number Five - Tom Harrell 

Hbc - Scott Henderson 

 

Similar to what you got ...... a sort of. Of these albums, the Beach Boys is the 

best in 2012. Saw them in Japan in August. Brian Wilson is still unbelievable. 

 

 



 

 
Bob Kimmel: 

And now to respond to your list spontaneously without giving it too much thought, 

here's a few of my top listens of last year -and a lot of them were not released 

last year.  No long descriptions or evaluations, just the titles. 
 

1) Ben Folds Five - "The Sound Of The Life Of The Mind" 

2) Andy Lalasis - "Fret Not" 

3) Brendon Benson - "My Old Familiar Friend" 

4) Oz Noy - "Schizophrenic" 

5) Santa Fe & The Fat City Horns - "When The Curtain Goes Up" 

6) Fountains Of Wayne - "Traffic And Weather" 

7) Lewis Taylor - "The Lost Album"  

8) Donald Fagen - "Sunken Condos"  -  (I'm with ya' on this one) 

9) Tower Of Power - "40th Anniversary" - Live at Filmore San Francisco - CD & 

DVD package 

10) Led Zeppelin - "Celebration Day" - Live at O2 Arena, London - CD & DVD 

package 

 

There ya' go.   

 

 

Chico Huff: 



Hey Folks, 

I'm going to give this a try. I'm ashamed I didn't at least put something out there 

last year! 

I spend a lot of drive time listening to podcasts or favorite discs from the past but 

I have happened across 

a few new things, new for me anyway. Not sure if I'll get to ten. Dave, I wish I had 

your gift for putting thoughts into words! 

Mostly mine will be akin to "I likeded this one cause......I thought it was really 

gud!!"  ;-) 

 

Louis Cole and Genevieve Artadi "Think Thoughts": 
Drummer and producer Cole and vocalist Artadi. Probably my most listened to 

disc of 2012. Electronic with (I think) live drums 

and live bass on one tune. Kick ass music! Dave, the tune "Paying The Price 

Now" sounds like they def listened to Dolby a time or two. 

I am a fan of electronic music, particularly when it's mixed with organic elements 

and approached with the sensibility with which Cole and Artadi approach it.  

 

Human Element "Human Element": 
Essentially The Scott Kinsey Group, Scott Kinsey - Keys, Matthew Garrison - 

Bass, Gary Novak - drums, Arto Tuncboyaciyan - perc along with guest 

appearances. Anyone who misses Zawinul should give these guys a listen. They 

manage to pay homage without being totally derivative (IMHO). Stellar playing 

throughout. 

 

Morten Lauridsen "Lux Aeterna" (more the music than a specific CD): 



Just discovered this last year. Truly beautiful, spiritual choral music. The track 

that really got to me was "Introitus". 

I love his other works as well, "O Magnum Mysterium" etc. 

 

Oumou Sangare "Laban": 
Incredible singer from Mali. I've listened to a bunch of her music and to me this is 

the most incredible disc to date. 

Astounding!  

 

Mark Turner Quintet "Yam Yam": 
Beautiful writing and playing. Turner on tenor, Brad Mehldau piano, Larry 

Grenedier bass and Jorge Rossy drums.  

 

Fiona Apple "The Idler Wheel Is Wiser...etc": 
Brilliant disc. The story I heard was that Apple didn't let her label know she was 

doing the record until it was done. If so this is the beautiful end result of when the 

artist is given free reign. By far Apple's best, most diverse work to date.  

 

Brad Mehldau "Highway Rider": 
Man, I love this disc, particularly the first tune. A good example where I believe 

acoustic jazz is headed. 

 

David Binney & Edward Simon "Afinidad": 
Particularly the first track, "Red" and the second track "Civil War". The whole disc 

is brilliant, though. 

 



Well now my head hurts from too much thinking. ;-) There's a bunch more that 

I'm sure I'll think of later. 

A couple of honorable mentions, two cool, quirky bands that mix lush harmonies 

with electronics and such. 

Bird and the Bee "Bird and the Bee" 
Hundred Waters  "Lp" 
Happy New Year!! 

All the best, 

Chico 

PS, miss you George! 

 

 

Jack Loughhead: 

Mr. Dog:  They tell me that 12/21/12 was the dawning of a new  age of 

consciousness and awakening.  Maybe that's why I am getting back on the horse 

and throwing my 2 cents at this most worth project.  Many thanks to you Dave for 

keeping it going, since I get a lot out of it every year, even though I haven't 

contributed for a while.  At any rate, I have spent a lot of time in the last year in 

prog land for whatever reason.  I have been a Porcupine Tree fan for a while, 

and listened a lot this year to their live album, (1) Coma Divine.  Good music to 

do physical work to.  Something in Steven Wilson's writing resonates with me, 

and he has indeed produced a lot of music for a young guy (well, young from my 

perspective.)  In that same general category is Big Big Train, (2) English Electric, 

which sounds a lot to me like early Genesis, with the lead singer being able to 

morph between Gabriel and Collins. 

  



Moving on in no particular order, I went with my son to see bassist Chris 

Mihn Doky at Iridium in NYC (with Dave Weckl, Dean Brown, and George Whitty) 

and picked up his 2 disc set, (3) A Jazz Life.  It's half instrumental, and half vocal, 

and has gotten a lot of time in the player.  Another guy we saw in the same place 

is Michael Landau, who was playing next to Robben Ford in their collaboration, 

Renegade Creation.  Over the year, though, I listened a lot to his own disc, (4) 

Organic Grooves.  Two other hot guitarists also go a lot of air time:  Scott 

Henderson, with Dennis Chambers and Jeff Berlin, on HBC.  His best known 

project, Tribal Tech, also came out with their first new material in a while last 

year, but I like HBC better.  The second is Alex Machacek, and his disc (5) Fat. 

  

Before leaving the realm of technical guitar wizardry, I'd have to give the 

nod to John McLauglin's latest with the 4th Dimension, (6) Now, Here, This.  The 

man certainly still has the juices flowing in his 70s, and this one seemed to 

capture some of those old birds of fire. 

  

Still on guitar (which is where I find myself for the most part musically - I still 

play bass for most gig work, but started a couple of years ago doing solo guitar, 

and have now become a devoted student of classical guitar - woops, digressing 

here . . .), I got a good bit of enjoyment this year out of Jerry Douglas's (7) 

Traveller, which is kind of all over the place genre-wise, but one I kept coming 

back to.  Going to a different stringed instrument, I enjoyed Jenny Scheinman's 

(8) Mischief and Mayhem, which as you might expect has a lot of Frisell 

influences going on. 

  

Well, let's see, I guess I'd have to go with Joe Jackson's, (9) The Duke - 

hard to beat the Duke in my book, and Joe did some interesting interpretations.  



Lastly, more in the jazz lane, I really liked Rudresh Mahanthappa's, (10) Samdhi.  

There's a lot of great jazz coming out of that part of the world between him, Vijay 

Iyer, Rez Abassi, etc.  - I highly recommend it. 

  

Well that's 10, and I'm getting in trouble since I'm supposed to be 

vacuuming the house for a 12th night party.  I will tack on one more honorable 

mention, the last album from Waylon Jennings, Goin' Down Rockin.  If you like 

this kind of thing, it's a great album.  I understand he wrote the numbers in his 

last days and recorded them with an acoustic guitar, and then his buddies came 

in after and filled in the blanks.  Good stuff. 

  

OK, gotta go - thanks again Dave for maintaining this great tradition!! 

  

Jackson 

 

 

Steve Carl: 
Okay, you asked for it. Here are some of my favorites from last year: 

Bill Frisell, Ron Carter, Paul Motian - How can you go wrong with these 

three? From "Misterioso" to "You Are My Sunshine", some fine jazz. 

Matt Haimovitz & Uccello "Meeting of the Spirits" - Who'd have thought 

a Mahavishnu tune would become a cover tune? Quite excellent. Oh, and that 

guest guitar player on "Open Country Joy" and the title piece? The only guitarist 

who should be there, of course. 

Gato Barbieri "Latino America" - This is not the smooth Gato, but the 

brutal screamer I remember from the 70s.  



Kronos Quartet "You've Stolen My Heart: Songs from R.D. Burman's 
Bollywood" - songs from one of Bollywood's most famous film composers, with 

vocals by Asha Bohsle, with Zakir Hussain on percussion and Wu Man on pipa. 

Helvacioglu and Mertin "Planet X" - Science fiction music. Very modern. 

Very wild. I love it. 

Ravi Shankar "Symphony" - A symphony for orchestra and sitar, 

featuring Anoushka Shankar on sitar. How sad he died before giving us more of 

this. 

Ray Barretto "Portraits in Jazz & Clave" - How could you not like 

Ellington's "The Mooche" with Steve Turre on Conch? 

Rez Abassi "Suno Suno" - Pakastani jazz. How cool is that? 

Le Trio Joubran "As Far" - I like the sound of the oud. What can I say? 

Rosario Conte "Piccinni: Works for Archlute" - I also love the sound of 

the lute. What do you expect from a guitarist? 

 

Sorry there's no potato mashing or rat dance music. 

 

Steve 

 

 

Andy Schlee: 

…In no particular order (I'm not good at that sort of thing): 

1.  Jon Hassell - Last Night the Moon Came Dropping Its Clothes in 
the Street (2009)- You can kill the lights and disappear into this for as long as it's 

on. Jon Hassell getting back to the vibe of the Eno collaborations from early in 



his career. Interesting to see Jan Bang on here. His own records are very 

"Hassell-ish". Fantastic. 

2. Guthrie Govan - Erotic Cakes (2006) - I have no idea how I missed this 

when it first came out. The man is an absolute genius on the electric guitar. A 

virtual lexicon of pretty much every technique there is, and plays with taste and 

soul!  In particular "Fives". Yowza. 

3. Anais Mitchell -Hadestown (2010) - Found out about this from Bob 

Kimmel who heard it at Vic's place. One of my all time favorites now, and I had 

the pleasure to see her live at the Mann this summer. Great production and 

songwriting. My kids love it too. You'll be humming it! 

4. Burial - Street Halo Kindred (2012) - The man creates an atmosphere 

like nobody else with his skillful mixture of samples and ghostly "found" vocal 

samples. Similar to his "untrue" from 2007, but even more. For anyone who 

doesn't "get" dubstep. Sounds like a city at night from far away. 

5. Steven Wilson- Get All That You Deserve (LIVE DVD/BLURAY 2012) - 

Now this here is a concert! If you haven't seen it yet, drop what you're doing and 

check it out. "Luminol" says it all. Not quite Jazz, Not exactly Prog. Just great. 

This year's tour with Guthrie Govan should be an ass kicker at the Keswick in the 

spring! 

6. Led Zeppelin - Celebration Day (2012) LIVE DVD/BLURAY - A gift 

from my friend Bob. Yes, they are dinosaurs. Yes they are older than dirt. Yes, 

they can still rock like a mutha. Keeps getting better and better until "Kashmir" 

says it all. And "Rock and Roll". Tight, concise arrangements, and a great 

selection of tunes. Sure, there's a couple you would rather have heard instead, 

but hey...Plant even cracks out the harp! I can't help it. I still like 'em. 



7. Stateless - Stateless (2007)- Found this listening to a Jeff Buckley 

playlist on Pandora. In particular "Bloodstream". Really cool production, with 

great vocals and songwriting. Never goes where you think it's going to. 

8. Radiohead -  The King Of Limbs (2011) - I don't care what the reviews 

said. I thought it was great, and the live show too. "Lotus Flower" grooves like 

crazy, and "Morning Mr. Magpie" can't groove as stuttery as it is, but it does 

ANYWAY! How do they do it? I hear something new every time I hear it, which is 

saying something, because I've heard it a whole lot. 

9. Jeff Buckley - Grace Around The World (LIVE DVD/BLURAY 2011) - 

What a terrible loss. This disc shines a light on his incredible talent. Live. No 

autotune. No safety net. Great band. Vocals ain't bad either. Makes you either 

want to start singing or give it up. I'm not too sure... 

10. Steve Jansen - The Occurrence of Slope Live - I hate to download 

MP3s. It drives me nuts to pay for sub-par sound, but it was the only way I could 

get this concert. A one-off show in Japan, this is a wonderful version of the 

"Slope" disc. Guest appearances by David Sylvian and Thomas Feiner, among 

others. "Playground Martyrs" slays me every time. 

Hmmm. I guess I'm out of choices. I would have mentioned Dylan's 

Tempest, but you had that covered. And The Mars Volta. Saw 'em at Electric 

Factory a couple of year's back. 

 

 

Bonnie Wright: 
Don’t know if I have 10 but hear goes, in no particular order: 

 



1. Gotye. Somebody that I used to love. So I’m riding in the car on the 

way to Maryland to a family function, with my son driving, and he’s got some 

really great stuff playin’ there. And I say, “who’s that?” And he say “Gotye.” I love 

this guy! creative use of instruments, sweet engineering. Different enough to 

catch my ear’s eye. And some of the other pop out there: Taylor Swift--she 

interviews well, talented chick--"never, never, never getting back together"...; and 

Bruno Mars--saw him host SNL and was really impressed with this kid. He’s got 

the whole pop package.  

2. Went to the Kimmel Center to see the Philadelphia orchestra play along 

to the original motion pic (with original vocals) of West Side Story. Now that was 

cool. I could see the electronic scroller in front of the conductor, to keep them in 

synch with the movie. really cool. Once in awhile they were behind by a 

millisecond or so, and I didn’t know whether to blame the conductor or the 

horns... Really neat experience. Besides the fct that Leonard Bernstein is just 

brilliant. Which brings me to #3. 

3. So then I went to the itunes store and down loaded Candide, especially 

for The Overture to Candide by L.B. This is one of the songs, (along with Dolphin 

Dance, Bill Evans style), I seem to sing in my head when I’m anxious.  Especially 

the part with the xylophone... 

4. My son befriended this couple from Latvia, Rihards and Marta. Turns out 

they needed a place to stay. Turns out Rihards is an AMAZING drummer. So we 

now have Latvians living with us. And at least three drum sets in the guest room. 

And I think I died and went to Heaven. 

5. I still like those TV commercial songs, especially the very simple ones 

with like just a piano and a few repetitive note: EG AE DC 

6. And of course the theme song for Naked Gun. Love it every time. 

Cranked. 



7. Favorite Christmas Carol: Once in David’s Royal City. They do a GREAT 

job at St Lukes Episcopal on Christmas Eve but I also found it at the itunes store. 

Just lovely. 

8. Lorraine Feather--The Hole in The Map, Five, Get a Room---so many 

excellently sung and accompanied jazzettes (i just made up the word) with funny 

lyrics. Pure voice with perfect pitch--love her. Thank you Danny Calico for 

sending me the CD from Vegas :) 

9. Local talent abounds! Gina and Andy and Jill, Alex, Dave, Vic, Geri, Bob 

and Bob and Bob....and I’m sure there are some whose CDs i haven’t heard yet. 

Keep it up!!  

10. The memorial service for Geoge M. What a genius. And that he 

“played” for his own service. It was a privilege to know him. 

Guess I sort of made it to ten. Wishing you all a terrific 2013!! 

 

 
Rick Zayas: 

David, you fine strapping lad.	  
I'm sorry to say that I haven't really listened to anything "new" in 2012. I'm old 
and trying to educate myself on stuff that's been out forever. Plus I was scared to 
death that the world was going to end. Anyway here goes. It might be a little 
lengthy for some of you. I’m sorry if that’s the case. (Actually what I meant to say 
is “If you think it’s too long, you’ll get over it.”)  
  
1) Herbie Hancock--- "Empyrean Isles" 	  
This was done by a very young Herbie Hancock. The album was recorded in 
1964 and still really holds up today. The album has Freddie Hubbard on trumpet, 
Ron Carter on bass and Tony Williams on drums. I personally miss having a 
tenor saxophone in the mix to support the melody. However the rhythm section is 
impeccable. And even at such an early age, Herbie Hancock already had his own 
voice. There is quite a bit of off the cuff and bare bones playing on this record. It 



is still one of my favorite Herbie records. “One Finger Snap” is a masterpiece.   
 
2) Bela Bartok ---"Concerto for Orchestra / Music for Strings, percussion, 
and Celeste / Hungarian Sketches"	  
----- Fritz Reiner conducting the Chicago Symphony Orchestra 	  
This is the version of Music for Strings, Percussion and Celeste which I heard for 
the very first time.  I was taking a class at Juilliard extension division and the prof. 
played this recording of that piece in class. This piece is the reason I chose 
music as a profession. (A lot of good it did me since I went on to play “I Will 
Survive”  and “Sweet Caroline” for most of my professional life.)  Since Bartok 
was one of Reiner's teachers at the Franz Liszt Conservatory in Budapest, there 
was an actual collaboration between the two of them, while this album was being 
recorded. This is THE version of “Music for Strings, Percussion and Celeste” that 
Bartok said was closest to what was in his head when he wrote it. The Chicago 
Symphony Orchestra is so soulful that it would make the most cynical musician 
cry.    
 
3) John Coltrane......"BlueTrain".	  
 	  
This was originally recorded in 1957, engineered by the genius of Jazz recording, 
Rudy Van Gelder and digitally re-mastered by him in 2003. This was obviously a 
studio band, put together just for the session and recorded before Coltrane had 
assembled his classic quartet.  It’s still a great record. One of the highlights for 
me is Paul Chambers on bass and Philly Joe Jones on drums. Chambers went 
on to play in THE quartet. Philly Joe is a perfect example to those of us, fortunate 
enough to have played in AC and PHILLY, that there must be something in the 
air in Philly and South Jersey that produces POCKET drummers.  Masterful 
soloing by each player invites repeated listening. As Carlos Santana once said, 
“John Coltrane and Bob Marley can actually change your brain molecules.”    
 
4) Alexander Abréu y Havana d'Primera……."Passaporte" 	  
As always, Cuba is the Mecca of Afro-Caribbean music. All I can say is “Rest in 
Peace, Salsa.” The current style called TIMBA is what the world is dancing to 
(except the U.S.A., because the Embargo against Cuba has made us a nation of 
rhythm-less knuckleheads.) Timba is a mix of all the genres of Cuban music 
combined with Funk, Jazz, Rap (Rap in Spanish...so it's actually rhythmic ), 
Lucumi religious music, Son and Rumba clave used in the same song, Soca, 
Reggaetón, etc.,  etc., etc. In short, the young musicians from Cuba have once 
again redefined the entire framework of Cuban dance music. No band 
exemplifies this more than the great Alexander Abréu and Habana 



d'Primera. TIMBA is infinitely more African than any of the dance styles ever to 
come out of the Spanish speaking countries in and around the Caribbean. It is 
infinitely more aggressive than even the hardest Salsa (HARD Salsa as opposed 
to that candy ass, emasculated, always in 3-2 Clave, until you puke, “SALSA 
ROMANTICA”, which was inflicted upon humanity during the 1980s and the early 
1990’s) TIMBA manages to be completely rhythmically hardcore while 
maintaining a totally slick and virtuoso performance paradigm. (I do have to 
mention that some of the new Timba bands do fall prey to the temptation to be a 
little bit ROMANTICO at the intros of certain songs, but definitely NOT Alexander 
Abreu and Havana d’Primera.) The rhythmic cuts in the arrangements are 
completely insane and take the listener completely by surprise.  Instead of the 
usual “Bongo, conga, and Timbales” percussion section, generally heard in most 
modern Afro Cuban music, the timbales are replaced by a drum set player also 
playing timbales. (We can thank Los Van Van’s drummer Jose Luis “Changuito” 
Quintana for that.) Because Rumba clave is used so freely, the complexity of the 
percussion breaks are far superior to that of earlier forms of popular Cuban 
dance music. (I'm probably going to get a lot of grief for that last statement.  
Quite a lot of my Salsa musician buddies are going to disagree with me, but that 
just means that they are living in a state of denial, in my humble opinion. ) There 
can be no denial that the Piano Tumbao and Bass lines have been forever 
redefined. All these bands use two keyboard players and a few use the electric 
guitar as well. Anyway, let me get back to Abréu and his crew. These guys are 
among the most talented and blatantly hardcore of the Timba bands from Cuba.	  
Most of the Timba bands tend to feature a front line of sexy, gyrating, 
testosterone dripping, I am so, so handsome, Latino, boy band types (all of 
whom can sing their asses off, by the way, though some of them want to be Rock 
Stars so badly that they copy American pop singers vocal “style”. ) Havana 
d'Primera, on the other hand, relies on the abilities of Alexander Abréu, as its 
front man. Abréu is a somewhat large man. The man is big, round and about 300 
pounds of just plain old aggressive, baritone funk. He started out playing Trumpet 
with Irakere and went on to play with some of the most important major Cuban 
bands in recent history. Along the way, he developed into a prodigious 
composer/arranger and very skilled "Sonero" (that would be a vocalist who can 
improvise lyrics at the drop of a hat ... for you serious Gringos). This big man 
makes audiences around the planet go nuts.	  
Who says chubby people ain't sexy? The killer track on this record is called	  
 "El Que Sabe Está Callao". Check out the vocal and percussion breakdown 
after the last chorus. Abréu and coro trade with the percussionists, building up 
dynamically until the horn section joins in with a vengeance. After this the whole 
thing becomes structured pandemonium. All the while, Abreu is improvising lyrics 



using phrasing more akin to a drummer than a singer. The guy is an absolute 
beast. The band is the cream of the crop of Havana’s young studio musicians. If 
you can't dance to this, you should lay down because you're dead.	  
 	  
 ****** At this point I feel it’s important to make a statement about folks in Latin 
America, the Caribbean and elsewhere who DANCE…this is the operative 
word… “DANCE” to so-called “LATIN” music. These folks already assume that 
the musicians that play said music are educated, skilled, play their instruments 
like virtuosi and improvise well. They take all this for granted. Modern Latino 
musicians, especially Cubans are often Classically trained and improvise 
extremely well. Here’s my point: WHO CARES? Can you make me shake my 
shapely Hispanic ass? The problem with so-called MODERN JAZZ is it no longer 
serves the public’s need to dance. Remember: Jazz and Swing was Dance 
music at one time. The United States was a dancing culture. We’ve lost our 
dance aesthetic  as a society. Latin America is still a Dance culture and so-called 
Latin music will NEVER suffer the way so-called Jazz music has suffered as long 
as musicians AND dancers jointly establish this HIGHEST musical marriage. 
Jazz and Classical music (and pretty soon, Rock music) are slowly becoming 
museum pieces. There is way too much “BRAIN” involved in the equation. That’s 
too bad. At least George Clinton told us, “Move your ass and your brain will 
follow.”  But as long as there are SEXY, Dancing societies like those in the 
Caribbean, Brazil and all of Latin America, so-called Latin music will never go 
that route. (By the way; aren’t Cubans, Puerto Ricans, Central Americans, South 
Americans and Brazilians the sexiest people on the planet? Even the seriously 
butt ugly people from those countries are fine as hell.)	  
 	  
Okay, music lovers, I’ll get off my soap box. Back to the list.	  
 	  
5) Dave Hartl….”Lab Work”	  
 	  
I’m sorry, Dave. I am not trying to be sycophantic here. I know you’re my boy and 
all, but I am not kissing your ass here (even though it is a lovely, round and 
aesthetically pleasing Afro-Teutonic aggregate of gluteus maximus. Were we 
ever cellmates in prison, you would never want for companionship.)	  
In all seriousness, I keep listening to this CD over and over. Believe me and 
again I am NOT tooting my friend’s horn here. I am stating a fact that he is a 
brilliant composer and uses synthesizers to create little movies for the ears. 
There is NOBODY and I mean NOBODY in music, be they famous, infamous, 
not famous, well known or obscure who can squeeze more juice out of a Music 
Synthesizer be it analog, digital, virtual or otherwise than Dave. The pieces on 



the CD are beautifully composed; pieces that can stand alone, played by a 
variety of solo instruments or ensembles. The real shock to the system that this 
record brings to the listener is just how sincerely musical these electronic 
orchestrations are. This is the case when the composer is one of a handful of 
masters of electronic orchestration “on the planet”. I am being completely sincere 
here. Dave Hartl carries the torch left by Jan Hammer, David Sancious and Joe 
Zawinul. Again, there is NOBODY that I’ve heard who uses the medium of 
electronic orchestration with such originality. He can make his rig sound like the 
Philadelphia Orchestra strings or the Thad Jones/ Mel Lewis Orchestra. But he 
has the common decency to remind us that it is synthesis. So every once in 
awhile he throws in a little Arp Odyssey honk noise just to tweek the listener’s 
nose.	  
There is one piece in particular which makes the hair on the back of my neck 
stand up. It is a piece in three sections entitled “Requiem for Rick”, which Dave 
composed as a tribute to his longtime friend and colleague, the late, great 
Trumpet master Rick Kerber. The track features the brilliant trumpet work of 
Dennis Wasko who absolutely nails a very demanding chart. This trumpet part 
not only demands virtuosity. It requires the player to remember that he is working 
with a film director.	  
I’ve known Dave since we were very young men, in West Chester, PA, having 
WAY TOO MUCH FUN; when Dinosaurs roamed the earth. We all know him as a 
guy with a harmonic sense fatter than a Weight Watchers beginners meeting; a 
Jazz or Funk player who sounds like he has 30 fingers on each hand; the 
Theater and book Keyboard player that can nail any show just like that; the guy 
who also plays obscene sounding guitar or one of a handful of Chapman Stick 
players that exist; the best “parts” keyboard guy to have on a gig…all of those 
“Daves.” What a lot of us don’t know is that this “Mad Dog”, “Techno –Wiz”, “Digit 
boy” can write whole notes that would make Samuel Barber cry.	  
It may sound as though I am trying to butter up my pal. No way. This is the real 
deal. I urge you to buy this CD and let your ears watch some movies.	  
 	  
6) Disturbed…..”The Sickness”	  
 	  
I was turned on to this band by my then fifteen year old son who also worked as 
my keyboard roadie on one-nighters. We played all over the Philly area during 
the heyday of the private party band. On the way home from playing these gigs, 
my son  would play discs of modern Heavy Metal bands as a means of purifying 
our ears from the mind-numbing and ear-raping proceedings of the gig. One of 
the bands that struck me as aggressive but grooving is the band Disturbed. The 
song entitled “Down With the Sickness”.  It features an ironic staccato scream 



from singer David Draiman…the now famous chimpanzee grunt	  
 “Ooh Wah-ah-ah-ah.”. I love today’s Metal Bands. They makes our era’s metal 
bands sound like the Chipmunks.	  
 	  
7) David Sancious and Tone….”TRUE STORIES	  
 	  
David Sancious formed this band shortly after leaving Bruce Springsteen; about 
the time he started being called for a lot of session work for the mid 1970s fusion 
bands. This album beautifully mixes Sancious’ take on the Mini-Moog synth solos 
of the day with his love for the Classical/Orchestral Rock concept albums, with 
huge Theater organ patches (via the Poly-Moog) and exceptional synth 
orchestration, that were primarily introduced by British bands. The band 
specialized in great time signature work as well as killer lead vocals by the great 
Scottish singer Alex Ligertwood. Ligertwood first came to prominence as the 
singer for Brian Auger’s Oblivion Express and eventually went on to work with 
Carlos Santana. I first saw this band at the old Starz nightclub in Philly and got 
the record the next day. I’ve worn out multiple copies of the vinyl and keep 
listening to this CD every year. It is a truly gorgeous album and I hear something 
new every time I listen to it.	  
	  
8) Ward Marston & Rosemary Benson.”FALLING IN LOVE IS WONDERFUL”	  
 	  
This is an independently produced CD of Vocal and Piano music performed by 
my dear friend Rosemary Benson on vocals and the wonderful pianist Ward 
Marston. If you’re a lover of the Great American Songbook, this record will 
instantly put a smile on your face. Ward does more than accompany Rosemary. 
He cradles and he propels. This guy can SWING! This was the music Rosemary 
was born to sing. It gave this old cynic goose bumps from the first hearing. The 
standout track for me is Fats Waller’s “I’ve Got A Feeling I’m Falling.” Rosemary 
starts the song acapella (That means “wearing a cap” in Italian for you wedding 
players). The entrance is absolutely riveting and stops you dead in your tracks; 
hearing a singer whose intonation is flawless and delivery gives you that “I can’t 
believe I’m in love” feeling. (Keep in mind that I’m as cynical as the day is long.) 
Ward comes in playing in the tradition of the great accompanists but I had no 
idea that he could swing so hard and play the fattest, most interesting harmonies. 
There is so much joy on this recording. You can hear them smiling at one 
another.	  
 	  
9) Harold Lopez-Nussa …”CANCIONES”	  
 	  



Harold Lopez-Nussa is a 26 year old Jazz pianist from Havana, Cuba. (So sue 
me! I like Cuban musicians.) While Lopez-Nussa has the technique to hold his 
own with the best of Cuba’s pianists, he doesn’t make technique or being flashy 
on the instrument his “raison d’etre” (not too shabby for a guy with just an 
Associates Degree). His arrangements and playing are remarkably understated 
for a pianist that comes from a musical tradition that strongly upholds the 
“Viruoso- Warrior” paradigm. On “Canciones” (translated “SONGS”) Lopez-
Nussa  interprets standards of Cuban and so-called Latin music with one song by 
the Brazilians Jobim and Vinicius de Moraes. He only puts one of his originals 
“Bailando Suiza” on the CD. The ensemble consists of Lopez-Nussa on piano 
with a bassist, Drum set and Conguero. There can be 1 to 3 horns rounding out 
the band. My 2 favorite tracks are Cesar Portillo’s masterpiece “Contigo en la 
Distancia”, with the melody played by Lopez-Nussa. It floors me that a kid so 
young, with his chops, plays so economically and with such attention to 
dynamics. The other tune is the polar opposite with the pianist overdubbing 
multiple pianos in his version of “Los Munecos” the very old danzon by Ignacio 
Cervantes. This is not a CD that floors you with a lot of chops. I’m impressed by 
how much this young man DOESN’T play.	  
 	  
10) Craig Schoedler…”GIORNI A VENEZIA”	  
 	  
Another buddy of mine, Craig Schoedler, has an independently produced CD of 
Solo six-string electric bass with Craig occasionally overdubbing himself.  I 
happen to love the sound of electric bass as a melody instrument and Craig 
Schoedler plays at a very high level indeed. This CD was inspired by his time in 
Venice even though there is no Italian music per se. There are a couple of 
interesting blues romps especially “Gelato Con Due Palle” which is very tasty and 
lots of fun. The album is available at his website as well as all the usual online 
stores that Independent artists use to disseminate their products. I strongly 
recommend this and if you can find a copy of his earlier CD, “Bach to Bassics” 
you’ll enjoy that too. Craig can really tear it up.	  
 	  
Sorry for the lengthy email. Like a kid whose just learning to improvise, I tend to 
write a lot of words Next year I promise it’ll be more like a Wayne Shorter solo.	  
 	  
Peace,	  
 	  

Rick Zayas 


